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In this article we study asymptotical behavior of the probabilities of some properties
of Erdős–Rényi random graphs G(N, p). We consider the first-order properties and the
probabilities p = N−α for rational α. The zero-one law in ordinary sense for these graphs
doesn’t hold. We weakened the law by considering the formulas with quantifier depth
bounded by a fixed number. To prove our results we used theorems on estimates for the
number of extensions of small subgraphs in the random graph. Such an approach was first
used by Spencer and Shelah in 1988. We also used our recent results from this area.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. History of the problem
We study zero–one laws for random graphs. This problem relates to logic and graph theory.
Let us recall a definition of the Erdős–Rényi graphs. The random graph in this model is the probabilistic space
G(N, p) = (ΩN ,FN , PN,p),
whereN is a natural number, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1,ΩN = {G = (VN , E)} is the set of all undirected graphs without loops andmultiple
edges with the set of vertices VN = {1, 2, . . . ,N},
FN = 2ΩN , PN,p(G) = p|E |(1− p)C2N−|E |.
In other words, any two different vertices of a graph in G(N, p) are connected with probability p independently of all other
pairs of vertices (see [1,3,13]).
First-order properties of graphs (classes C ⊆ ΩN ) are defined by first-order formulas (see [1,13,17,16,6,2,18,11,9,21]),
which are built of
• predicate symbols∼,=;
• logical connectivities¬,⇒,⇔,∨,∧;
• variables x, y, x1 . . .;
• quantifiers ∀, ∃.
The relation symbol∼ expresses the property of two vertices being adjacent. The event ‘‘graph G satisfies the property L’’ is
both an element of FN and a set of all graphs inΩN , that satisfy the property L (we write G  L). The random graph satisfies
the property L almost surely if
lim
N→∞ PN,p(G  L) = 1.
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It was proved in 1969 by Glebskii et al. in [11] (and independently in 1976 by Fagin in [9]) that for any first order property
L either ‘‘almost all’’ graphs satisfy this law as N tends to infinity or ‘‘almost all’’ graphs don’t satisfy the law. In other words,
if p doesn’t depend on N , then for any first-order property L either
lim
N→∞ PN,p(G  L) = 1
or
lim
N→∞ PN,p(G  L) = 0
(if for any property one of these equalities holds, then the random graphs is said to follow zero–one law (see [1,17,11,9,21])).
Moreover, the following statement holds.
Theorem 1. Let a function p = p(N) satisfy two properties: pNα → ∞ when N → ∞ and (1 − p)Nα → ∞ when N → ∞
for any α > 0. Then the random graph G(N, p) follows the zero–one law.
Shelah and Spencer (see [17]) expanded the class of functions p(N) ‘‘that follow the zero–one law’’.
Theorem 2. Let p(N) = N−α and α be an irrational number such that 0 < α < 1. Then the random graph G(N, p) follows the
zero–one law.
There are a lot of other works that relate to zero–one law (see [14,10,4,12,5]). In the article [14] zero–one laws for Kl+1-
free graphs were obtained. In [17] some laws for the random graph G(N, p) and functions p(N) satisfying the property
p = o(N−α) for any α ∈ (0, 1) were stated. In 2007 Gilman et al. Miasnikov proved the zero–one law for a graph with
infinite number of vertices (see [10]).
Until this moment we have considered the class of all first-order properties expressed by the sentences of a finite length.
The formulas containing an infinite number of conjunctions and disjunctions were also studied. In 1997McArthur (see [16])
considered such formulas with quantifier depth bounded by a fixed number. In her work zero–one laws for the random
graph G(N, p)with p = N−α and some rational α from (0, 1]were obtained.
Let us sum up. The random graph G(N, p) doesn’t follow zero–one law for the properties from the class of all first-order
properties expressed by the sentences of a finite length if p = N−α and α from (0, 1] is rational. But for some rational α
it follows zero–one law when the sentences can be of an infinite length and quantifier depth is bounded. So it is natural
to consider sentences of a finite length with bounded quantifier depth. The following question arises. Which rational α is
required for the random graph G(N,N−α) to follow zero–one law (of course, if the random graph follows zero–one from the
work of McArthur, then it follows ‘‘our law’’)? The aim of this work is to answer this question.
2. Main result
Let k be a natural number. Denote by Lk the class of the first-order properties of graphs defined by formulas with
quantifier depth bounded by the number k (the sentences are of a finite length). Let us say that the random graph satisfies
zero–one k-law, if for any first-order property L ∈ Lk one of the following holds:
lim
N→∞ PN,p(G  L) = 0,
lim
N→∞ PN,p(G  L) = 1.
Let us state a result on the truth of the zero–one k-law when α < 1k−2 .
Theorem 3. Let p = N−α, 0 < α < 1k−2 . Then the random graph G(N, p) satisfies the zero–one k-law.
When α is irrational the statement of this theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2. We will prove this statement
for rational α. When α = 1k−2 we will disprove the k-law.
Theorem 4. Let p = N−α, α = 1k−2 . Then the random graph G(N, p) doesn’t satisfy the zero–one k-law.
If α > 1k−2 and α is rational, then there exist some α such that k-law holds and some other α such that k-law doesn’t
hold. However, we have not still obtained a general result for all rational α > 1k−2 .
In the next sectionwewill prove these theorems.Wewill start the proof fromdescribing auxiliary definitions, statements
and constructions. Notably, we need the definition of extensions and the theorems on the extensions (Section 3.1). Also
a theorem about the Ehrenfeucht game (see Section 3.2) is necessary for the proof. In Sections 3.4 and 4 we will prove
Theorems 4 and 5 directly.
3. Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4
Let us introduce some additional constructions.
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3.1. Extensions
It is necessary to consider different pairs of graphs H and G, H ⊆ G, to formulate definitions of extensions, and to give
estimates on thenumber of extensions of subgraphs in the randomgraph.Wewill describe these constructions in Section 3.1.
In particular, we will formulate theorems of Spencer and Shelah (see [1,13,19]) on the number of extensions. In Section 3.2
wewill formulate a theoremabout the number ofmaximal extensions,which is a combination of our recent results (see [22])
and some results of Spencer and Shelah (see [1]).
Moreover,wewill formulate in Section 3.1.3 and prove in Section 3.1.4 a theoremon the property of containing amaximal
subgraph. This result will help us to prove Theorem 4.
3.1.1. Bounding the number of extensions
Let us consider graphs H with V (H) = {x1, . . . , xk} and G with V (G) = {x1, . . . , xl}. Let H ⊂ G. A graph G with
V (G) = {x1, . . . ,xl} is called a (G,H)-extension of a graphH with V (H) = {x1, . . . ,xk}, ifH ⊂G and
{xi, xj} ∈ E(G) \ E(H)⇒ {xi,xj} ∈ E(G) \ E(H).
If relation
{xi, xj} ∈ E(G) \ E(H)⇔ {xi,xj} ∈ E(G) \ E(H)
holds, then the extension is called strict. Set
v(G,H) = |V (G) \ V (H)|, e(G,H) = |E(G) \ E(H)|.
Let α > 0 be a fixed number. Denote
f (G,H) = v(G,H)− α · e(G,H).
Moreover, denote the number of vertices in a graph G by v(G) and the number of edges by e(G). If for any graph S such that
H ⊂ S ⊆ G the inequality f (S,H) > 0 holds, then the pair (G,H) is called α-safe (see [1,13,19]). If for any graph S such that
H ⊆ S ⊂ G, the inequality f (G, S) < 0 holds, then the pair (G,H) is called α-rigid (see [1,13]).
Let us return to the random graphs. Let us call the function p0(n) threshold for a propertyA, if p ≫ p0 implies
lim
N→∞ PN,p(G  A) = 1
and p ≪ p0 implies
lim
N→∞ PN,p(G  A) = 0
(or vice-versa). Here and after we will write f (N) ≫ g(N) (f (N) ≪ g(N)) if there exists a function α(N) such that
α(N)→∞when N →∞ and f (N) ≥ α(N)g(N) (g(N) ≥ α(N)f (N)) for all N .
Let us consider
G(N, p(N)) = (ΩN ,FN , PN,p)
and two graphs H and G,H ⊂ G. Let V (H) = {x1, . . . , xk}, V (G) = {x1, . . . , xl} andx1, . . . ,xk ∈ VN . Let us consider a
random variable N(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk) on the probability space G(N, p(N)): to each graph G fromΩN it assigns the number of
all unlabeled (G,H)-extensions of the subgraph induced on {x1, . . . ,xk} in G. In other words letW ⊂ VN \ {x1, . . . ,xk} be a
set of cardinality |W | = l− k. If the elements from the setW can be numerated by the numbers k+ 1, k+ 2, . . . , l so that
the graph G|{x1,...,xl} is a (G,H)-extension of the graph G|{x1,...,xk}, then we set IW (G) = 1. Otherwise, we set IW (G) = 0. Then
the random variable N(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk) is defined by the following equality:
N(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk) = 
W⊂VN\{x1,...,xk}, |W |=l−k IW .
In 1990 Spencer proved the following theorem (see [1,19]).
Theorem 5. Let p = N−α , a pair (G,H) is α-safe. Then for any ε > 0 the equality
lim
N→∞ PN,p(∀x1, . . . ,xk N(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk)− EN,pN(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk) ≤ εEN,pN(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk)) = 1
holds. Here EN,p is the expectation. Moreover, EN,pN(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk) = Θ(N f (G,H)).
In fact, the statement of this theorem means that almost surely for any verticesx1, . . . ,xk the relation
N(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk) ∼ EN,pN(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk)
holds, i.e. almost surely
N(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk)
EN,pN(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk) → 1, N →∞.
In what follows in such cases we will use this kind of notation.
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3.1.2. Bounding the number of maximal extensions
Let 0 < α ≤ 1 be a rational number. Let us consider two graphs H and G. Let H ⊂ G. Let each vertex of the graph H be
adjacent to some vertex of V (G) \ V (H). Assume that for any graph S such that H ⊂ S ⊂ G, the inequality
v(S,H)− α · e(S,H) > 0
holds, but
v(G,H)− α · e(G,H) = 0.
In this case let us call the pair (G,H) α-neutral. For example, if G is a complete graph, V (G) = {x1, x2, x3, x4}, then the pair
(G,G|{x1,x2}) is 2/5-neutral. Note that the condition 0 < α ≤ 1 is essential. It is necessary for the existence of a neutral
pair. Indeed, let a pair (G,H) be α-neutral. In addition, let for some vertices y ∈ V (G) \ V (H), x ∈ V (H) the relation y ∼ x
hold. The definition of a neutral extension implies the existence of such vertices. Let S be the subgraph induced on the set
of vertices {y} ∪ V (H) of the graph G. Then v(S,H) = 1, e(S,H) ≥ 1. But
α ≤ v(S,H)
e(S,H)
.
So α ≤ 1.
Let H ⊂ G ⊂ Γ , T ⊂ K and |V (T )| ≤ |V (G)|. Let us call the pair (G,H)(K , T )-maximal in Γ , if for any subgraphT
of the graphG such that |V (T )| = |V (T )| andT ∩ H ≠ T and for any strict (K , T )-extensionK ofT in Γ \ (G \T ) there
exists a vertex from V (K) \ V (T ) adjacent to some vertex from V (G) \ V (T ). This definition is similar to the definition
of the generic extension defined by Spencer in his book [20]. Our definition makes it possible to separate (K , T )-maximal
pairs for an α-neutral pair (K , T ) and (K , T )-maximal pairs for an α-rigid pair (K , T ). Actually let the pair (K , T ) be
α-neutral and there exist subgraph T of the graph G and graph K such that |V (T )| = |V (T )|,T ∩ H ≠ T and in
Γ \ (G \T ) there exists a vertex from V (K) \ V (T ) adjacent to some vertex from V (G) \ V (T ). Then the pair (G,H) can
be (K , T )-maximal despite the fact that inequality f (G ∪K ,G) < 0 holds. In the Section 3.2 we define Ehrenfeucht game.
The definitions of maximal extension and generic extension are necessary to describe a winning strategy of the second
player. Zero-one laws follow from the existence of such a strategy. Let us give an example of (K , T )-maximal pair. Let
V (K) = {x1, x2, x3}, V (T ) = {x1, x2}. Let K be a complete graph. Let V (Γ ) = {x1,x2,x3,x4,x5}, V (G) = {x1,x2,x3},
V (H) = {x1,x2}, E(Γ ) = {{x1,x2}, {x1,x3}, {x1,x4}, {x2,x3}, {x2,x4}, {x3,x4}, {x1,x5}{x2,x5}, {x3,x5}}. LetG,H be induced
subgraphs of Γ . Then the pair (G,H) is (K , T )-maximal in Γ .
Let a pair (G,H) be α-safe, V (H) = {x1, . . . , xk}, V (G) = {x1, . . . , xl}. Let Σneutral(r) be the set of all α-neutral pairs
(Ki, Ti), where
|V (Ti)| ≤ |V (G)|, |V (Ki) \ V (Ti)| ≤ r.
LetΣ rigid(r) be the set of all α-rigid pairs (Ki, Ti), where
|V (Ti)| ≤ |V (G)|, |V (Ki) \ V (Ti)| ≤ r.
Let us consider again the random graph G(N, p(N)) = (ΩN ,FN , PN,p) and some verticesx1, . . . ,xk ∈ VN . Define a
random variable Nneutral(G,H),r(x1, . . . ,xk) (a random variable N rigid(G,H),r(x1, . . . ,xk)) which assigns to each graph G ∈ ΩN the
number of all strict (G,H)-extensions G of the graph H = G|{x1,...,xk} such that for each pair (Ki, Ti) ∈ Σneutral(r) (pair
(Ki, Ti) ∈ Σ rigid(r)) the pair (G,H) is (Ki, Ti)-maximal in G. For these random variables a result similar to Theorem 5 holds.
We have already noticed that this result is a consequence of both our work (see [22]) and a work by Spencer and Shelah
(see [1,17]).
Theorem 6. Almost surely for all verticesx1, . . . ,xk, the following relations hold:Nneutral(G,H),r(x1, . . . ,xk) ∼ EN,pNneutral(G,H),r(x1, . . . ,xk) = Θ N f (G,H) ,N rigid(G,H),r(x1, . . . ,xk) ∼ EN,pN rigid(G,H),r(x1, . . . ,xk) ∼ N(G,H)(x1, . . . ,xk) = Θ N f (G,H) .
3.1.3. Bounding the number of subgraphs
A statement similar to Theorem 5 can be formulated for subgraphs. To formulate this statement it is necessary to
introduce the notion of a balanced graph.
Erdős and Rényi were the first to estimate the number of copies of a graph in the random graph (see [8]). Let us consider
a graph Gwith v vertices and e edges. Let us call the fraction ρ(G) = e
v
the density of G. The graph G is called balanced, if for
any subgraphH ⊆ G, the inequality ρ(H) ≤ ρ(G) holds. The graph G is strictly balanced if for anyH ⊂ G, the strict inequality
ρ(H) < ρ(G)holds. Let us now formulate a theorem (see [1,3,13]) about the number of copies of a strictly balanced graph. Let
G(N, p) be the random graph, NG be the number of copies of G in the random graph, a(G) be the number of automorphisms
of the graph G. Set
ρmax(G) = max{ρ(H) : H ⊆ G}.
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Theorem 7. Let G be an arbitrary graph. The function p = N−1/ρmax(G) is the threshold function for the property of containing a
copy of G.
If G is a strictly balanced graph and p ≫ N−1/ρ(G), then almost surely
NG ∼ EN,pNG.
If p = N−1/ρ(G), then
lim
N→∞ PN,p(NG = 0) = e
−1/a(G).
LetG ⊂ G and T ⊂ K . GraphG is called (K , T )-maximal inG, if for any subgraphT of the graphG such that |V (T )| = |V (T )|
and for any (K , T )-extensionK ofT there exists a vertex from V (K) \ V (T ) adjacent to some vertex from V (G) \ V (T ). For
example, let V (G) = {x1,x2,x3,x4}, V (G) = {x1,x2,x3}, V (K) = {x1, x2, x3}, V (T ) = {x1, x2}. Let K , T , G andG be complete
graphs. Then the graphG is (K , T )-maximal in G.
We say that a pair (G,H) is an α-neutral chain, if there exist graphs K1, . . . , Kr , T1, . . . , Tr−1 such that H = K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂
. . . ⊂ Kr = G, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1} the relation Ti ⊆ Ki holds, the pair ((Ki+1 \ Ki) ∪ Ti, Ti) is α-neutral, and there are
no edges which connect the vertices from Ki+1 \ Ki and the vertices from Ki \ Ti.
Let us state our theorem on the property of containing a maximal copy of a graph. We will use this theorem to disprove
the k-law when α = 1k−2 . Let G be some graph. Let graph H be a strictly balanced subgraph of the graph G. Let either the
graph G coincide with graph H or the pair (G,H) be α-neutral chain. Let s be a natural number greater than or equal to
|V (G) \ V (H)|. Denote by S the set of all α-neutral pairs (K , T ) such that
|V (K) \ V (T )| ≤ s, |V (T )| ≤ |V (G)|.
Consider the propertyLsG of containing a (K , T )-maximal copy ofG for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S. In otherwords,LsG is an element
of the setFN with the following property. For each graphG ∈ LsG, there exists a collection of verticesx1, . . . ,xv such that the
graphG = G|{x1,...xv} is a copy of the graph G (that is {xi, xj} ∈ E(G) implies {xi,xj} ∈ E(G)) and the graphG is (K , T )-maximal
in G for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S. Set
v(G)
e(G)
= α.
Theorem 8. Let G(N, p) be the random graph with p = N−α . Let the graph G follow the properties described above. Then there
exists a number 0 < ξ < 1 such that the relation
lim
N→∞ PN,p

LsG
 = ξ
holds.
3.1.4. Proof of Theorem 8
As before let there be v vertices and e edges in the graph G, a be the number of automorphisms of the graph G. Let us
consider all ordered collections of v vertices chosen fromVN = {1, . . . ,N}. LetM be a subset of the set of all such collections,
and let all different unordered collections be in M . Let in addition (xi1 , . . . ,xiv ) and (xj1 , . . . ,xjv ) be differently numerated
collections consisting of the same vertices (the sets {xi1 , . . . ,xiv } and {xj1 , . . . ,xjv } are equal). Let (xi1 , . . . ,xiv ) ∈ M andG
be a graph on the set of vertices {xi1 , . . . ,xiv } such that the graphs G andG are isomorphic. Then if the graph constructed
fromG by the permutation i1 · · · ivj1 · · · jvis isomorphic to G, thenM doesn’t contain the collection (xj1 , . . . ,xjv ). Otherwise,
this collection is in M . In M there are no collections except for the described ones. Set |M| = m (the equality m = CvN v!a
holds). Let us numerate the elements of this set by the numbers 1, . . . ,m. Consider eventsB1, . . . ,Bm. The eventBi is that
the subgraph on the i-th collection from M is a (K , T )-maximal copy of the graph G for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S. Let Xi be the
indicator of the eventBi. Consider the random variable X =mi=1 Xi equal to the number of all (K , T )-maximal copies of G
for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S. The following equality holds.
PN,p(X = 0) = 1−
m
i=1
PN,p(Bi)+

{i1,i2}∈{1,...,m}
PN,p(Bi1 ∧Bi2)
+ · · · + (−1)n

{i1,i2,...,in}∈{1,...,m}
PN,p(Bi1 ∧Bi2 ∧ · · · ∧Bin)+ · · · . (1)
We need to prove the equality
lim
N→∞ PN,p(L
s
G) = limN→∞(1− PN,p(X = 0)) = ξ .
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Therefore, it is necessary to prove the asymptotics
PN,p(X = 0) ∼ 1− ξ .
Note that the first sum in this equality is the expectation of the random variable X . Denote by φ1(N) the conditional
probability of a subgraph induced on a particular collection of v vertices to be (K , T )-maximal for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S
under the condition that this induced subgraph is a copy of G. Then
m
i=1
PN,p(Bi) = EN,p(X) = C
v
Nv!φ1(N)pe
a
∼ v!φ1(N)
v!a =
φ1(N)
a
.
So, we get an estimate for the first term of the series from the equality (1). It is necessary to estimate all the remaining
terms. Consider then-th term. It is equal to
m
i1,i2,...,in=1 PN,p(Bi1∧Bi2∧· · ·∧Bin).Wewrite i ∼ jwhen i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i ≠ j
and the collections corresponding to these numbers have common vertices. Denote the sumwith intersecting collections of
vertices by r(n,N), that is
{i1,i2,...,in}∈{1,...,m}
PN,p(Bi1 ∧Bi2 ∧ · · · ∧Bin)−

i1,i2,...,in: ∀l≠j∈{1,...,n} ilij
PN,p(Bi1 ∧Bi2 ∧ · · · ∧Bin) = r(n,N).
Let X1, . . . ,Xn be some disjoint subsets of VN such that |X1| = · · · = |Xn| = v. Let Xn(N) be the set of all graphsG in
ΩN such that the induced subgraphsG|X1 , . . . ,G|Xn are (K , T )-maximal for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S. Let Yn(N) be the set of
all graphsG inΩN such that the induced subgraphsG|X1 , . . . ,G|Xn are copies of G. Let φn(N) be the conditional probability
PN,p(Xn(N)|Yn(N)). It is easy to see that φn(N) doesn’t depend on the choice of the sets X1, . . . ,Xn. Then
{i1,i2,...,in}∈{1,...,m}
PN,p(Bi1 ∧Bi2 ∧ · · · ∧Bin) = CnvN
(nv)!
(v!)nn!

v!
a
n
φn(N)pne + r(n,N) ∼ φn(N)n!

1
a
n
+ r(n,N).
We will prove the following statement below.
Statement 1. The equality
r(n,N) = o(1)
holds.
To clear up the behavior of terms of the considered series it is necessary to describe the behavior of the quantities φn(N)
for each n. We are going to formulate the statement which describes it.
Statement 2. There exists a constant 0 < ζ < 1 such that
φ1(N) ∼ ζ , φn(N) ∼ ζ n.
Before proving Statements 1 and 2 we formulate one more statement that finishes the proof of the theorem.
Statement 3. Let {an(N)}n∈N be a sequence of functions such that there exists a sequence of numbers {bn}n∈N such that an(N) ∼
bn for each n ∈ N. Let bn → 0 when n →∞. Let the series∞n=1 bn converge to some number b. Let for each N ∈ N the series∞
n=1 an(N) converge, and let for each s ∈ N and each N ∈ N the inequality
2s+1
n=1
an(N) ≤
∞
n=1
an(N) ≤
2s
n=1
an(N)
hold. Then
∞
n=1 an(N) ∼ b.
Indeed, it follows from the formulated statements that
PN,p(X = 0)→ e−ξ
when N →∞, where ξ = ζa .
Proof of Statement 3. Let ε be an arbitrary positive number. Under the assumptions of the statement, there exists an
s0 = s0(ε) such that for every s > s0, the following inequalities hold:
|bs| < ε3 ,
 s
i=1
bi − b
 < ε3 .
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Let s > s0. There exists an N0 = N0(s, ε) such that for each N > N0 and each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2s, 2s+ 1}, the inequality
|ai(N)− bi| < ε3(2s+ 1)
holds. Therefore, we have
−ε
3
+
2s+1
i=1
bi ≤
∞
i=1
ai(N) ≤ ε3 +
2s
i=1
bi.
Let’s apply all the considered inequalities:
−ε
3
− ε
3
+ b <
∞
i=1
ai(N) <
ε
3
+ b+ ε
3
, ∞
i=1
ai(N)− b
 < ε.
The statement is proved. 
Proof of Statement 1. Consider two graphs G1 and G2 isomorphic to G with non-empty intersection. Let in addition the
graphs G1 and G2 be strict (G,H)-extensions of the graphs H1 and H2 respectively. Then Hi, i ∈ {1, 2}, is a subgraph of Gi
with density e
v
such that the number of its vertices is minimal. Set G12 = G1 ∩ G2.
Consider some graph G ∈ ΩN . Let us suppose that there are subgraphsG1,G2 in G and an isomorphism
ϕ : G1 ∪ G2 →G1 ∪G2
such that ϕ(G1) =G1, ϕ(G2) =G2, and the graphsG1,G2 are (K , T )-maximal for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S in G.
Let us show that the inequality
ρ(G1 ∪G2) > 1
α
holds. Consider three cases:
(1) the set V (H1) ∩ V (G12) is not empty and H1 ∩ G12 is a proper subgraph of H1;
(2) the set V (H1) ∩ V (G12) is empty;
(3) the equality H1 ∩ G12 = H1 holds.
In the first case, under the assumptions of the statement, the relations
f (G1,H1 ∪ G12) ≤ 0, v(G2)− α · e(G2) = 0
hold. On the other hand, the graph H1 is strictly balanced, so
e(H1)− e(H1,G12 ∩ H1)
v(H1)− v(H1,G12 ∩ H1) =
e(G12 ∩ H1)
v(G12 ∩ H1) <
1
α
.
Therefore,
f (H1 ∪ G12,G12) ≤ f (H1,G12 ∩ H1) < 0.
So, the following inequalities hold:
e(G1 ∪ G2) ≥ e(G2)+ e(G1,H1 ∪ G12)+ e(H1 ∪ G12,G12) > 1
α
v(G1 ∪ G2)
and
ρ(G1 ∪G2) = ρ(G1 ∪ G2) > ρ(G) = 1
α
.
Consider the second case (H1∩G12 = ∅). The definition of anα-neutral chain implies the inequality v(G12)−α·e(G12) > 0.
Therefore, the relations
e(G1 ∪ G2) ≥ e(G2)+ e(G1,G12) = e(G2)+ e(G1)− e(G12) > 1
α
(v(G2)+ v(G1)− v(G12)) = 1
α
v(G1 ∪ G2)
hold, that is again ρ(G1 ∪G2) > 1α .
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Finally, let G12 ⊇ H1. Then either f (G12,H1) = 0 or f (G12,H1) > 0. If f (G12,H1) = 0, then the pair (G2 ∪ G1,G2) is an
α-neutral chain. Actually, if this pair is not an α-neutral chain, then there exists a graph X ⊆ G2 \ G12 such that
f (X ∪ G12,G12) = 0, E(X ∪ G12) \ (E(G12) ∪ E(X)) = ∅,
that is v(X) − α · e(X) = 0. But this fact contradicts the definition of the α-neutral chain (G1,H1). That is the graphG2 is
not ‘‘maximal’’ in G. If f (G12,H1) > 0, then f (G1,G12) < 0 and the following inequalities hold:
e(G1 ∪ G2) ≥ e(G2)+ e(G1,G12) > 1
α
v(G1 ∪ G2).
Therefore, the inequality ρ(G1 ∪G2) > 1α holds again.
Consider n graphsG1, . . . ,Gn isomorphic to G and being (K , T )-maximal in G for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S. Assume there
exist two of these n graphs that have non-empty intersection. Let us prove by induction the inequality
ρ(G1 ∪ · · · ∪Gn) > 1
α
.
When n = 2 we have already proved this inequality. Suppose it holds for n − 1 graphs. Consider n graphs. We can choose
some n− 1 of them two of which intersect. LetG1, . . . ,Gn−1 be such graphs. The inequality
ρ(G1 ∪ · · · ∪Gn−1) > 1
α
holds. The graph
n−1
i=1 Gi ∩Gn is a subgraph of the graphGn. Therefore,
ρ

n−1
i=1
Gi ∩Gn ≤ 1
α
.
So, the following relations hold:
ρ

n
i=1
Gi = e

n
i=1
Gi
v

n
i=1
Gi =
e

n−1
i=1
Gi+ e(Gn)− en−1
i=1
Gi ∩Gn
v

n−1
i=1
Gi+ v(Gn)− v n−1
i=1
Gi ∩Gn >
1
α
. (2)
Let us define a set of graphs Q in the following way. A graph Q is in the set Q if and only if v(Q ) < nv and
Q = G1 ∪ G2 ∪ · · · ∪ Gn, where each of the graphs Gi is isomorphic to G. Let Q ∈ Q and G1 ∪ · · · ∪ Gn be its decomposition
into graphs isomorphic to G. Consider a graph Q ⊂ G isomorphic to Q with the following property. Let ϕ : Q → Q be
an isomorphism. That is for x, y ∈ V (Q ),x,y ∈ V (Q ) and ϕ(x) = x, ϕ(y) = y the condition x ∼ y ⇔ x ∼ y holds. Let
ϕ(Gi) =Gi for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let the graphsGi be (K , T )-maximal in G for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S. Denote by NmaxQ (G) the
number of such subgraphs of G. Then the inequality
r(n,N) ≤

Q∈Q
EN,pNmaxQ
holds. It follows from the inequality (2) that for each graph Q ∈ Q there exists positive constants C(Q ), µ(Q ) such that the
inequalities
EN,pNmaxQ < C(Q )N
v(Q )−α·e(Q ) < C(Q )N−µ(Q )
hold. Therefore, there exist positive constants C, µ such that r(n,N) < CN−µ. So, r(n,N) = o(1). The statement is
proved. 
Proof of Statement 2. Let
S = {(K1, T1), . . . , (Kr , Tr)}, ti = v(Ki, Ti), bi = v(Ti).
For each pair of graphs K , T such that T ⊆ K denote by a(K , T ) the number of automorphisms of the set E(K) \ E(T ). For
some graph G = (V , E)we say that a bijection λ : V → V is an automorphism of the set of edges E = {{xi, xj}, (i, j) ∈ L}, L ⊆
{1, 2, . . . , |V |}2, if
{xi, xj} ∈ E ⇔ {λ(xi), λ(xj)} ∈ E.
When we say that λ is an automorphism of the set of edges E(K) \ E(T ) we mean that λ is an automorphism of the
set of edges of the graph (V (K), E(K) \ E(T )). Let n graphs induced on a particular pairwise disjoint collections each
with v vertices be (K , T )-maximal for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S with the probability ϕn(N) (absolute probability unlike
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φn(N)). Moreover, let {x11, . . . ,x1v}, {x21, . . . ,x2v}, . . . , {xi1, . . . ,xiv} be pairwise disjoint subsets of VN . Denote the collectionx11, . . . ,x1v,x21, . . . ,x2v, . . . ,xi1, . . . ,xiv byxiv . Introduce the following additional notations:
• Φi(xiv) is a subset of ΩN consisting of graphs G such that the induced subgraphs G|{x11,...,x1v},G|{x21,...,x2v}, . . . , G|{xi1,...,xiv} are
(K , T )-maximal for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S;
• Φi(xiv) is a subset of ΩN consisting of graphs G such that the induced subgraphs G|{x11,...,x1v},G|{x21,...,x2v}, . . . , G|{xi1,...,xiv} are
(K , T )-maximal in G \ G|{x11,...,x1v ,x21,...,x2v ,...,xi1,...,xiv} for each pair (K , T ) ∈ S;
• Ai(xiv) is a subset of ΩN consisting of graphs G such that the induced subgraphs G|{x11,...,x1v},G|{x21,...,x2v}, . . . , G|{xi1,...,xiv} are
isomorphic to G.
The following relations hold:
φn(N) = PN,p(Φn(xiv) ∧An(xnv))
PN,p(An(xnv)) = PN,p(
Φn(xnv) \ (Φn(xnv) \ Φn(xnv)) ∧An(xnv))
PN,p(An(xnv))
= PN,p(Φn(xnv) ∧An(xnv)) \ ((Φn(xnv) \ Φn(xnv)) ∧An(xnv))
PN,p(An(xnv)) = PN,p(
Φn(xnv))PN,p(An(xnv))
PN,p(An(xnv))
− PN,p((Φn(xnv) \ Φn(xnv)) ∧An(xnv))
PN,p(An(xnv)) = PN,p(Φn(xnv))− ζ (xnv),
where
ζ (xnv) = PN,p((Φn(xnv) \ Φn(xnv)) ∧An(xnv))PN,p(An(xnv)) .
Moreover, ϕn(N) satisfies the following relations:
ϕn(N) = PN,p(Φn(xnv)) = PN,p(Φn(xnv))− PN,p(Φn(xnv) \ Φn(xnv)).
In what follows, we prove that ϕ1(N) tends to some constant which is not equal to one and zero when N → ∞ and the
following equalities hold:
PN,p(Φn(xnv)) = (ϕ1(N))n(1+ o(1)),
PN,p(Φn(xnv) \ Φn(xnv)) = o(PN,p(Φn(xnv))),
ζ (xnv) = o(PN,p(Φn(xnv))).
After that we may conclude that ϕn(N) ∼ φn(N) ∼ (φ1(N))n.
First, let us estimate ϕ1(N). For each pair (K , T ) ∈ S define some set of indexes J (K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv), |J (K ,T )| = ν(K , T ), such
that ν(K , T ) is the greatest number that satisfies the following property. Let |V (K) \ V (T )| = t, |V (T )| = b,xi1 , . . . ,xib ∈
{x1, . . . ,xv}. Each index j ∈ J (K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv) can be assigned to an ordered collection of vertices xjv+1, . . . ,xjv+t ∈
VN \ {x1, . . . ,xv} with the following unique restriction. Let i, j ∈ J (K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv), i ≠ j, let the collectionsxiv+1, . . . ,xiv+t
andxjv+1, . . . ,xjv+t coincide (they consist of the same vertices), and let for some graphs G1,G2 ∈ ΩN the graphsG1 =
G1|{xi1 ,...,xib ,xiv+1,...,xiv+t },G2 = G2|{xi1 ,...,xib ,xjv+1,...,xjv+t } be strict (K , T )-extensions of the graphsT1 = G1|{xi1 ,...,xib } andT2 =
G2|{xi1 ,...,xib }, respectively. Then after renumbering the verticesxiv+1, . . . ,xiv+t (which saves the edges and corresponds these
vertices toxjv+1, . . . ,xjv+t ) the set of edges obtained from the set E(G1)\E(T1) doesn’t coincidewith E(G2)\E(T2). Moreover,
let for each pair (Ki1 , Ti1), (Ki2 , Ti2) ∈ S the equality J (Ki1 ,Ti1 )∩J (Ki2 ,Ti2 ) = ∅ hold. Clearly, ν(K , T ) = C tN−v t!a(K ,T ) , where a(K , T )
is the number of automorphisms of the set E(K) \ E(T ).
Let againxi1 , . . . ,xib ∈ {x1, . . . ,xv}, and letB(K ,T )j (xi1 , . . . ,xib) ⊂ ΩN , j ∈ J (K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv), be the sets of graphs G such
that the induced subgraphs G|{xi1 ,...,xib ,xjv+1,...,xjv+t } are strict (K , T )-extensions of the induced subgraphs G|{xi1 ,...,xib }.
Define some set of indexes L(K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv) = {1, . . . , θ(K , T )} where θ(K , T ) is the greatest number such that
the following property holds. Let xv+1, . . . ,xv+t ∈ VN \ {x1, . . . ,xv}. Each index l ∈ L(K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv) can be
assigned to an ordered collection of verticesxl1, . . . ,xlb ∈ {x1, . . . ,xv} with the following unique restriction. Let l1, l2 ∈
L(K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv), l1 ≠ l2, let the collectionsxl11 , . . . ,xl1b andxl21 , . . . ,xl2b coincide (they consist of the same vertices), and
let for some graphs G1,G2 ∈ ΩN the graphsG1 = G1|{xl11 ,...,xl1b ,xv+1,...,xv+t },G2 = G2|{xl21 ,...,xl2b ,xv+1,...,xv+t } be strict (K , T )-
extensions of the graphs T1 = G1|{xl11 ,...,xl2b } and T2 = G2|{xl11 ,...,xl2b }, respectively. Then after renumbering the verticesxl11 , . . . ,xl1b (which saves the edges and assigns these vertices to xl21 , . . . ,xl2b ), the set of edges obtained from the set
E(G1) \ E(T1) doesn’t coincide with E(G2) \ E(T2).
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Moreover, define for each j ∈ J (K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv) the set [B](K ,T )j (x1, . . . ,xv) ⊂ ΩN by the equality
[B](K ,T )j (x1, . . . ,xv) = 
l∈L(K ,T )(x1,...,xv)
B
(K ,T )
j (xl1, . . . ,xlb).
Let
{Di}i∈I =

(K ,T )∈S

[B](K ,T )j (x1, . . . ,xv)j∈J(K ,T )(x1,...,xv) ,
that is
I =

(K ,T )∈S
J (K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv).
Set h = |I|. We write i ∼ j if i, j ∈ I, i ≠ j, and the corresponding collections of vertices intersect. For each i ∈ I consider
random variables Yi = I(Di) and Y =i∈I Yi.
Settle some index j1 ∈ J (K1,T1)(x1, . . . ,xv). Let j2 ∈ J (K2,T2)(x1, . . . ,xv), . . . , jr ∈ J (Kr ,Tr )(x1, . . . ,xv) be indexes such
that the ordered collections corresponding to indexes j1, j2, . . . , jr coincide (for each index j1 ∈ J (K1,T1)(x1, . . . ,xv) the
sets J (K2,T2)(x1, . . . ,xv), . . . , J (Kr ,Tr )(x1, . . . ,xv) measured up to our definition can be chosen so that the described indexes
j2, . . . , jr exist). Let us define for each i ∈ L(K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv) and each u ∈ {1, . . . , r} randomvariablesW (Ku,Tu)i by the equality
W (Ku,Tu)i = I(B(Ku,Tu)ju (xi1, . . . ,xibu)).
Set
W (Ku,Tu) =

i∈L(K ,T )(x1,...,xv)
W (Ku,Tu)i .
Let us find the probability PN,p(W (Ku,Tu) = 0). From the inclusion–exclusion principle it follows that
PN,p(W (Ku,Tu) = 0) = 1−

i∈L(Ku,Tu)(x1,...,xv)
PN,p

B
(Ku,Tu)
ju (xi1, . . . ,xibu)
+

i1,i2∈L(Ku,Tu)(x1,...,xv)
PN,p

B
(Ku,Tu)
ju (xi11 , . . . ,xi1bu) ∧B(Ku,Tu)ju (xi21 , . . . ,xi2bu)
+ · · · + (−1)s

i1,i2,...,is∈L(Ku,Tu)(x1,...,xv)
PN,p
×

B
(Ku,Tu)
ju (xi11 , . . . ,xi1bu) ∧ · · · ∧B(Ku,Tu)ju (xis1 , . . . ,xisbu)+ · · · .
Hereinafter all the sums are taken over sets of pairwise different numbers i1, . . . , ij. Note that when s ≠ 1 the equality
i1,i2,...,is∈L(Ku,Tu)(x1,...,xv)
PN,p

B
(Ku,Tu)
ju (xi11 , . . . ,xi1bu) ∧ · · · ∧B(Ku,Tu)ju (xis1 , . . . ,xisbu) = o PN,p B(Ku,Tu)ju (xi1, . . . ,xibu)
holds and when s = 1 the equality
i∈L(Ku,Tu)(x1,...,xv)
PN,p

B
(Ku,Tu)
ju (xi1, . . . ,xitu) = θ(Ku, Tu)PN,p B(Ku,Tu)ju (xi1, . . . ,xibu)
holds. Therefore, by Statement 3 for each pair (Ku, Tu) ∈ S the following relation holds:
PN,p(W (Ku,Tu) = 0) ∼ 1− θ(Ku, Tu)pe(Ku,Tu). (3)
Let us turn to the random variable Y .
LetG be some graph, v(G) = v, (Ki1 , Ti1) ∈ S, (Ki2 , Ti2) ∈ S, . . . , (Kil , Til) ∈ S; Ti1 ⊆ G, Ti2 ⊆ G, . . . , Til ⊆ G; Ki1 ∩G =
Ti1 , Ki2 ∩G = Ti2 , . . . , Kil ∩G = Til . Moreover, let for some j1, j2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l} the set V ((Kij1 \ Tij1 ) ∩ (Kij2 \ Tij2 )) be not
empty. As in Statement 1 it can be proved by induction that the following relations hold
e

l
j=1
Kij ∪G,G

v

l
j=1
Kij ∪G,G
 = e
 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∪G,G

+ e
 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∪G ∪ Kij2 , 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∪G

v
 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∪G,G

+ v
 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∪G ∪ Kij2 , 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∪G

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≥
e
 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∪G,G

+ e(Kij2 ∪G,G)− e
 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∩ Kij2

∪G,G
v
 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∪G,G

+ v(Kij2 ∪G,G)− v
 
j∈{1,...,l}\{j2}
Kij ∩ Kij2

∪G,G
>
1
α
. (4)
Consider the functions σs : Is → {0, 1}. Let σs(i1, . . . , is) = 1 if and only if the indexes i1, . . . , is are different in pairs and
there existsµ, ν ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that iµ ∼ iν . Consider the sumi1,...,is∈I: σs(i1,...,is)=1 PN,p(Di1 ∧· · ·∧Dis), (we summarize
over those collections of indexes that correspond to intersecting collections). It is easy to see (similarly to Statement 1) that
the inequality (4) yields
i1,...,is∈I: σs(i1,...,is)=1
PN,p(Di1 ∧ · · · ∧Dis) = o(1).
The equality ϕ1(N) = PN,p(Y = 0) holds. On the other hand, from the inclusion–exclusion principle it follows that
PN,p(Y = 0) = 1−

i∈I
PN,p(Di)+

i1,i2∈I
PN,p(Di1 ∧Di2)
+ · · · + (−1)s

i1,i2,...,is∈I
PN,p(Di1 ∧Di2 ∧ · · · ∧Dis)+ · · · .
Therefore, Statement 3 and relation (3) implies the following series of relations:
ϕ1(N) ∼ 1−

i∈I
PN,p(Di)+ · · · + (−1)s

i1,i2,...,is∈I ∀i≠j∈{i1,...,is} σ(i,j)=0
PN,p(Di1 ∧ · · · ∧Dis)+ · · ·
∼ 1−
r
i=1
C tiN
ti!
a(Ki, Ti)
θ(Ki, Ti)pe(Ki,Ti) + · · · + (−1)s
s
i1,...,ir=0; i1+···+ir=s
(C t1N )
i1 . . . (C trN )
ir 1
i1! . . . ir !
×

t1!
a(K1, T1)
θ(K1, T1)
i1
. . .

tr !
a(Kr , Tr)
θ(Kr , Tr)
ir
pi1e(K1,T1)+···+ir e(Kr ,Tr )
+ · · ·ϕ1(N) ∼ 1−
r
i=1
θ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)
+ 1
2

r
i=1
θ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)
2
+ · · · + (−1)s 1
s!

r
i=1
θ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)
s
+ · · ·
= exp

−
r
i=1
θ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)

.
Set
η =
r
i=1
θ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)
.
The described argument can be drawn for bounding the value PN,p(Φn(x11, . . . ,x1v, . . . ,xn1, . . . ,xnv)) by defining a set {Di}i∈In
not for collections from the setVN \{x1, . . . ,xv}, but for collections from the setVN \{x11, . . . ,x1v, . . . ,xn1, . . . ,xnv}. Moreover,
each eventDi corresponds to somegraph on the set of vertices fromVN and somepair (K , T ) ∈ S. Let usmultiply the number
of events by n counting every such graph n times. That is for every such graphH we get n eventsDi1 , . . . ,Din . Let an event
Dij be such that there exists a subgraphU ⊆ G|{xj1,...,xjv} such that the graphH ∪U is a strict (K , T )-extension of the graph
U. Then for the corresponding random variable Y n the following relation holds:
PN,p(Y n = 0) ∼ 1−
r
i=1
nθ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)
+ 1
2

r
i=1
nθ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)
2
+ · · · + (−1)s 1
s!

r
i=1
nθ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)
s
+ · · ·
∼ exp

−n
r
i=1
θ(Ki, Ti)
a(Ki, Ti)

= exp(−nη).
Therefore, the equality
PN,p(Φn(xnv)) = (ϕ1(N))n(1+ o(1))
holds.
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Return to the random variables ζ (xnv) and PN,p(Φn(xnv) \ Φn(xnv)). Let (K , T ) ∈ S and |V (K) \ V (T )| = t . Define the setJ (K ,T )(xnv) ⊂ J (K ,T )(x1, . . . ,xv) in the following way:
j ∈J (K ,T )(x11, . . . ,x1v, . . . ,xn1, . . . ,xnv)⇔ ∃i ∈ {2, . . . , v} |{xj1, . . . ,xjt} ∩ {xi1, . . . ,xiv}| ≥ 2.
Let
{Di}i∈I = 
k∈{1,...,n}

(K ,T )∈S

[B](K ,T )j (x1, . . . ,xv)j∈J(K ,T )(xk1,...,xkv ,x11,...,x1v ,...,xk−11 ,...,xk−1v ,xk+11 ,...,xk+1v ,...,xn1,...,xnv) ,
that isI = 
k∈{1,...,n}

(K ,T )∈S
J (K ,T )(xk1, . . . ,xkv,x11, . . . ,x1v, . . . ,xk−11 , . . . ,xk−1v ,xk+11 , . . . ,xk+1v , . . . ,xn1, . . . ,xnv).
Seth = |I|. Consider for each i ∈I random variablesYi = I(Di), Y =
i∈I
Yi
and Zi = I(Di ∧An(x11, . . . ,x1v, . . . ,xn1, . . . ,xnv)), Z =
i∈I
Zi.
Then
ζ (xnv) ≤ PN,p(Z > 0)PN,p(An(xnv)) ,
PN,p(Φn(xnv) \ Φn(xnv)) ≤ PN,p(Y > 0).
The relations
PN,p(Y > 0) ≤
i∈I PN,p(
Di) = Θ N−2 = o(1)
hold, because the number of ways of choosing two vertices fromx11, . . . ,x1v, . . . ,xnv, . . . ,xnv is independent of N and the
quantity C t−2N p
t
α equalsΘ(N−2);
PN,p(Z > 0) ≤
i∈I PN,p(
Di ∧An(xnv)) = O N−αne−γ  = o(An(xnv)),
where γ > 0 is some constant (because if (K , T ) is an α-neutral pair and X ⊆ K \ T then f (K , T )− (v(X)− α · e(X)) < 0).
The statement is proved. 
3.2. Ehrenfeucht game
Let us define the game EHR(G,H, k) with two graphs G and H , two players (Spoiler and Duplicator) and a fixed number
of rounds k. It is called the Ehrenfeucht game (see [1,13,17,16,18,11,9,21,7]). At the ν-th round (1 ≤ ν ≤ k) Spoiler chooses
either a vertex xjν ∈ V (G) or a vertex yj′ν ∈ V (H). Duplicator chooses a vertex of the other graph. If Spoiler chooses at the
µ-th round the vertex xjµ ∈ V (G), jµ = jν (ν < µ), then Duplicator must choose yj′ν ∈ V (H). If at this round Spoiler chooses
a vertex xjµ ∈ V (G), jµ ∉ {j1, . . . , jµ−1}, then Duplicator must choose a vertex yj′µ ∈ V (H), j′µ ∉ {j′1, . . . , j′µ−1}. If Duplicator
cannot do it then Spoiler wins the game. At the end of the game the vertices xj1 , . . . , xjk ∈ V (G); yj′1 , . . . , yj′k ∈ V (H) are
chosen. Let xh1 , . . . , xhl and yh′1 , . . . , yh′l , l ≤ k, be different vertices from the sets {xj1 , . . . , xjk} and {yj′1 , . . . , yj′k}. Duplicator
wins if and only if
G|{xh1 ,...,xhl } ∼= H|{yh′1 ,...,yh′l },
that is the graphs induced on the sets {xh1 , . . . , xhl} and {yh′1 , . . . , yh′l } are isomorphic.
Consider the probability space
G(N, p(N))× G(M, p(M)) = ΩN ×ΩM ,FN × FM , PN,M,p ,
where PN,M,p(GN ,GM) = PN,p(GN)PM,p(GM) for GN ∈ ΩN ,GM ∈ ΩM .
The proofs of the theorems will be based on the following statement (see [1,13,17,21]).
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Theorem 9. The equality
lim
N,M→∞ PN,M,p (Duplicator wins the game EHR(G,H, k)) = 1
holds if and only if the random graph G(N, p) follows the zero–one k-law.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3
Let us consider the sets

0, 1k−1

,
 1
k−1

,
 1
k−1 ,
2
2k−3

,
 2
2k−3

,
 2
2k−3 ,
1
k−2

and divide the proof of the theorem into cases
depending onwhich set α is in. In fact, some of the cases can be included into the others. However, we’ll consider all of them
to make a simpler understanding of the proof.
Hereinafter let us suppose that G ∈ ΩN andH ∈ ΩM are the graphs from the game, the variables xi are the vertices from
the set V (G), and the variables yi are the vertices from the set V (H).
(1) Let α < 1k−1 , r ∈ N, Er ∈ FN be the set of graphs satisfying the property that for any integer non-negative numbers
a, b such that a+b ≤ r and any vertices x1, . . . , xa, y1, . . . , yb, there exists a vertex z adjacent to x1, . . . , xa and non-adjacent
to y1, . . . , yb. Such property is called a full level r extension property. Let us show that limN→∞ PN,p(Ek−1) = 1. The following
relations hold:
PN,p(ΩN \ Ek−1) ≤ (k− 1)2Nk−1(1− pk−1)N ≤ (k− 1)2Nk−1 exp
−N1−(k−1)α→ 0,
that is, indeed, limN→∞ PN,p(Ek−1) = 1. But if the full level k − 1 extension property holds almost surely, then,
obviously, Duplicator has a winning strategy in the game on k − 1 rounds almost surely. Thus, let Spoiler at the k-th
round choose a vertex xk ∈ V (G). The vertices x1, . . . , xk−1 ∈ V (G), y1, . . . , yk−1 ∈ V (H) are already chosen. The pair
(G|{x1,...,xk},G|{x1,...,xk−1}) is α-safe (it follows from the inequality α < 1k−1 ). Therefore, from Theorem 5 it follows that almost
surely Duplicator is able to find a vertex yk ∈ V (H) such that the graph H |{y1,...,yk} is a strict (G|{x1,...,xk},G|{x1,...,xk−1})-
extension of the graphH |{y1,...,yk−1}. Then at the k-th round Duplicator chooses the vertex yk and wins. Therefore, it follows
from Theorem 9 that the zero–one k-law holds.
(2) Let α = 1k−1 . Obviously, it follows from the previous case that the full level k−2 extension property holds. Therefore,
Duplicator has a winning strategy for the game on k − 2 rounds almost surely. Thus, let Spoiler choose a vertex xk−1.
Duplicator must choose some vertex yk−1.
Note that if H ⊂ G and v(G,H) = 1, v(H) = k − 2, then the pair (G,H) is α-safe. Indeed, e(G,H) ≤ k − 2 and
1− α(k− 2) > 0. If v(G,H) = 1, v(H) = k− 1, then the pair (G,H) is either α-safe or α-neutral. It is α-neutral if and only
if e(G,H) = k− 1.
Let (G,H) be an α-neutral pair such that v(G,H) = 1, v(H) = k− 1. The chosen graph G|{x1,...,xk−1} either has a (G,H)-
extension in G or doesn’t have it. If an extension exists (suppose a vertex xk forms it), then the pair (G|{x1,...,xk},G|{x1,...,xk−2})
is α-safe. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 5 that almost surely Duplicator is able to find vertices yk−1, yk ∈ V (H) such
that the graphH |{y1,...,yk} is a strict (G|{x1,...,xk},G|{x1,...,xk−2})-extension of the graphH |{y1,...,yk−2}. Then at the k− 1-th round
Duplicator chooses the vertex yk−1. If after that Spoiler chooses a vertex adjacent to each of the k − 1 chosen vertices,
then Duplicator is able to find a vertex adjacent to each of the vertices chosen in his graph. If he chooses, say, a vertex yk
non-adjacent to some vertex from y1, . . . , yk−1, then the pair (H |{y1,...,yk},H |{y1,...,yk−1}) is α-safe and Duplicator wins by
Theorem 5.
If a (G,H)-extension doesn’t exist, then by Theorem 6 Duplicator is able to chose a suitable vertex yk−1 (that is ∀i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , k − 2} xi ∼ xk−1 ⇔ yk−1 ∼ yi) such that the graphH |{y1,...,yk−1} doesn’t have (G,H)-extension inH . Therefore,
in this case almost surely Duplicator has a winning strategy too.
(3) Let 1k−1 < α <
2
2k−3 . The full level k − 2 extension property holds. If there are k − 2 vertices in V (H), then for any
graph Gwith k vertices containing H the pair (G,H) is α-safe, and for any graph Gwith k− 1 vertices containing H the pair
(G,H) is α-safe too. If there are k− 1 vertices in V (H), then there exists graph Gwith k vertices containing H such that the
pair (G,H) is α-rigid (the pair (G,H) is α-rigid if and only if e(G,H) = k− 1).
Let Spoiler choose a vertex xk−1 at the k − 1-th round. Vertices x1, . . . , xk−2, y1, . . . , yk−2 are already chosen. Let us
consider graphs H,G,H ⊂ G, v(H) = k − 1, v(G,H) = 1, such that the pair (G,H) is α-rigid. Then the graph G|{x1,...,xk−1}
either has a (G,H)-extension in G or doesn’t have it. If a (G,H)-extension doesn’t exist, then by Theorem 6 Duplicator is able
to choose suitable a vertex yk−1 (that is ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−2} xi ∼ xk−1 ⇔ yk−1 ∼ yi) such that there is no (G,H)-extension
ofH |{y1,...,yk−1} inH . Then Spoiler chooses the last vertex. By Theorem 5 Duplicator is able to find a suitable vertex and to
win.
If the (G,H)-extension exists, then the pair (G|{x1,...,xk},G|{x1,...,xk−2}) isα-safe. Therefore, Duplicator is able to find vertices
yk−1, y such that the vertex yk−1 satisfies the rules of the game and the pair (H |{x1,...,xk},H |{x1,...,xk−1}) is α-rigid. Subsequent
arguments are similar to the ones in the case (2).
(4) Letα = 22k−3 . The full level k−2 extension property holds. If there are k−2 vertices inV (H), then for any graphGwith k
vertices containingH the pair (G,H) is eitherα-safe orα-neutral (the pair (G,H) isα-neutral if and only if e(G,H) = 2k−3),
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and for any graph Gwith k− 1 vertices containing H the pair (G,H) is α-safe. In the case when v(H) = k− 1, v(G) = k the
pair (G,H) is either α-safe or α-rigid (the pair (G,H) is α-rigid if and only if e(G,H) = k− 1).
Let us define graphs H1,H2,G1,G2. Let H1 ⊂ G1,H2 ⊂ G2. Moreover, let v(H1) = k − 2, v(G1,H1) = 2, v(H2) =
k− 1, v(G2,H2) = 1 and the pair (G1,H1) be α-neutral, the pair (G2,H2) be α-rigid.
Let Spoiler choose a vertex xk−2. Vertices x1, . . . , xk−3, y1, . . . , yk−3 are already chosen. The graph G|{x1,...,xk−2} either has
a (G1,H1)-extension in G or doesn’t have it. If a (G1,H1)-extension doesn’t exist then by Theorem 6 Duplicator is able to
choose a suitable vertex yk−2 such that there is no (G1,H1)-extension ofH |{y1,...,yk−2} inH . Then Spoiler chooses the k− 1-
th vertex. If in the corresponding graph there is a (G2,H2)-extension of the subgraph induced on the set of the chosen k− 1
vertices, then this k−1-th vertex and the k-th vertex that forms the extensionmake together with the k−2 chosen vertices
an α-safe pair. Therefore, by Theorem 5 Duplicator is able to choose a suitable k−1-th vertex (which has (G2,H2)-extension
too) and to win. If the (G2,H2)-extension doesn’t exist, then Duplicator is able to find a suitable vertex by Theorem 6.
If there is a (G1,H1)-extension G|{x1,...,xk} of G|{x1,...,xk−2}, then the pair (G|{x1,...,xk},G|{x1,...,xk−3}) is α-safe. Therefore,
Duplicator is able to find vertices yk−2, yk−1, y such that the vertex yk−2 leads him to the victory (that is ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k −
3} xi ∼ xk−2 ⇔ yk−2 ∼ yi) and the pair (H |{y1,...,yk},H |{y1,...,yk−2}) is α-neutral. Subsequent arguments are similar to the
ones in the case when a (G1,H1)-extension doesn’t exist.
(5) Let 22k−3 < α <
1
k−2 . The full level k − 2 extension property holds. If v(H) = k − 2, then for any graph G with k
vertices containing H the pair (G,H) is either α-safe or α-rigid (the pair (G,H) is α-rigid if and only if e(G,H) = 2k − 3),
and for any graph Gwith k−1 vertices containingH the pair (G,H) is α-safe. If v(H) = k−1, v(G) = k, then the pair (G,H)
is either α-safe, or α-rigid (the pair (G,H) is α-rigid if and only if e(G,H) = k− 1).
Consider the graphs from the case (4): H1,H2,G1,G2.
Let Spoiler choose a vertex xk−2. Vertices x1, . . . , xk−3, y1, . . . , yk−3 are already chosen. The graph G|{x1,...,xk−2} either has
a (G1,H1)-extension in G or doesn’t have it. If a (G1,H1)-extension doesn’t exist then by Theorem 6 Duplicator is able to
choose a suitable vertex yk−2 such that there is no (G1,H1)-extension ofH |{y1,...,yk−2} inH . Then Spoiler chooses the k− 1-
th vertex. If in the corresponding graph there is a (G2,H2)-extension of the subgraph induced on the set of the chosen k− 1
vertices, then this k− 1-th vertex and the k-th vertex that form the extension make together with the k− 2 chosen vertices
an α-safe pair. Therefore, by Theorem 5 Duplicator is able to choose a suitable k−1-th vertex (which has (G2,H2)-extension
too) and to win. If a (G2,H2)-extension doesn’t exist, then Duplicator is able to find a suitable vertex by Theorem 6.
If there is a (G1,H1)-extension, then the pair (G|{x1,...,xk},G|{x1,...,xk−3}) is α-safe. Therefore Duplicator is able to find
vertices yk−2, yk−1, y such that the vertex yk−2 leads him to the victory and the pair (H |{y1,...,yk},H |{y1,...,yk−2}) is α-rigid.
Subsequent arguments are similar to the ones in the case when there is no rigid extension.
The theorem is proved.
3.4. Proof of Theorem 4
Let us consider the cases k = 4, k = 5, k = 6 and k > 6.
(1) Consider the graph G4 = (V4, E4) drawn on the picture. Write out all the elements of the sets V4 and E4:
V4 = {x1, x12, x22, x13, x23, x33, x43, x53, x63, x14, x24, x34, x44, x54, x64};
E4 =
{x1, x12}, {x1, x22}, {x1, x13}, {x1, x23}, {x1, x33}, {x1, x43}, {x1, x53}, {x1, x63}, {x1, x24}, {x1, x54}, {x12, x22},
{x12, x13}, {x12, x23}, {x12, x33}, {x12, x14}, {x12, x34}, {x22, x33}, {x22, x43}, {x22, x53}, {x22, x63}, {x22, x44}, {x22, x64},
{x13, x23}, {x13, x14}, {x23, x24}, {x23, x34}, {x43, x53}, {x43, x44}, {x43, x54}, {x53, x64}

.
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Let H1 ⊂ G4 be the subgraph induced on the set
{x1, x12, x22, x13, x23, x33, x53, x14, x24, x34};
let H2 ⊂ G4 be the subgraph induced on the set
{x1, x12, x22, x13, x33, x43, x53, x63, x44, x54, x64}.
Moreover, assume that X ⊇ G4 and there is no vertex in X \ G4 adjacent (by edges from E(X)) to at least 2 vertices of G4. Let
X and Y be the graphs from the game. Let in the first round Spoiler choose a vertex from X and Duplicator choose a vertex
from Y . Suppose that Duplicator has a winning strategy. Let us study some properties of the graph Y .
In the first round Spoiler chooses the vertex x1, Duplicator chooses a vertex y1. Let in the second round Spoiler choose
either the vertex x12 or the vertex x
2
2. If Duplicator can find such a strict (H2, {x1})-extension of the vertex y1, then Spoiler
chooses the vertex x12. Otherwise, Spoiler chooses the vertex x
2
2. So, we can already say that in the graph Y there should be
two adjacent vertices.
If there is a strict (H2, {x1})-extension of y1 in Y , then we say that a property Prop0(y1,H2, Y ) holds. Suppose that Spoiler
chooses x22. If in Y there is no complete graph with 4 vertices containing y1, then Duplicator, obviously, loses. Suppose that
such complete graph exists. Duplicator must choose the second vertex y2 such that the vertices y1, y2 are in this complete
graph. In this case if in every complete graphH with 4 vertices containing y1, y2 there is no a vertex y such that y ∼ y1, y ∼ y2
and y ∉ V (H), then Spoiler chooses the vertex x63. ThenDuplicatormust choose a vertex y3 such that y1, y2, y3 are in complete
graph on 4 vertices. After that Spoiler chooses a vertex y4 ∈ V (Y ) such that the vertices y1, y2, y3, y4 are pairwise adjacent.
There is no such vertex in X . Thus, Duplicator loses. So, if in Y there is no copy of H2, then there should be a complete graph
on 4 vertices, two of which (y1, y2) are adjacent to the 5-th vertex. Denote this property by ∃y1, y2 ∈ V (Y ) Prop1(y1, y2, Y ).
Suppose that for the graph Y this property holds. We say that two vertices of a triangle are extended, if there is a vertex
adjacent to theses two vertices but non-adjacent to the third vertex of the triangle. Let us consider the following property of
the vertices y1, y2 of the graph Y : there exist vertices y13, y
2
3, y
3
3, y
4
3 adjacent to each of y1, y2 such that the vertices y
1
3, y1 of
the triangle on the vertices y13, y1, y2 are extended, the vertices y
2
3, y2 of the triangle on the vertices y
2
3, y1, y2 are extended,
the vertices y33, y1 and the vertices y
3
3, y2 of the triangle on the vertices y
3
3, y1, y2 are extended, the vertices y
1
3, y2 of the
triangle on the vertices y13, y1, y2 aren’t extended, the vertices y
2
3, y1 of the triangle on the vertices y
2
3, y1, y2 aren’t extended,
the vertices y43, y1 and the vertices y
4
3, y2 of the triangle on the vertices y
4
3, y1, y2 aren’t extended. In other words there are
all types of extensions of triangles constructed on the vertices y1, y2. Suppose that the graph Y doesn’t satisfy this property.
Then there is a type of extension which is not realized for the triangles constructed on y1, y2. Suppose, for example, that
there isn’t a vertex y such that y ∼ y1, y ∼ y2 and the vertices y, y1 and the vertices y, y2 of the triangle on the vertices
y, y1, y2 aren’t extended. Then Spoiler chooses the vertex x33 and at the 4-th round chooses a vertex which extends some
pair of the vertices of the triangle chosen by Duplicator. Thus, some vertices y1, y2 of Y should satisfy the described property
of extending. Denote this property by ∃y1, y2 ∈ V (Y ) Prop2(y1, y2, Y ). Therefore, for the graph Y the following property
holds:
(∀y ∈ V (Y ) ¬Prop0(y,H2, Y ))⇒ (∃y1, y2 ∈ V (Y ) Prop1(y1, y2, Y ) ∧ Prop2(y1, y2, Y )).
Suppose that the graph Y satisfies this property. Then there should be the vertices y13, y
2
3, y
3
3, y
4
3 giving all types of extensions
such that for each yi3 there exists y adjacent to each of y1, y2, y
i
3. Otherwise, Spoiler at the third round chooses a vertex in
the graph G4 which gives a type of extension j such that for each vertex y
j
3 in Y giving the same type of extension there is no
vertex y adjacent to each of y1, y2, y
j
3. Duplicator must choose the vertex y3 giving the type of extension j. At the 4-th round
Spoiler chooses a vertex adjacent to each of the three chosen vertices and wins.
Thus, if for any vertex y ∈ V (Y ) the property ¬Prop0(y,H2, Y ) holds, then in the graph Y there should exist adjacent
vertices y1, y2 with the following properties: there are vertices y03, y
1
3, y
2
3, y
3
3, y
4
3 with the property ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} (yi3 ∼
y1, y2) in Y ; there is no vertex adjacent to at least 2 of y1, y2, y03; for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} there is a vertex adjacent to each of
y1, y2, yi3; the vertices y
1
3, y
2
3, y
3
3, y
4
3 give all possible types of extensions of pairs of vertices in the triangles constructed on
the vertices y1, y2. Denote this property of vertices y1, y2 of the graph Y byH2(y1, y2, Y ).
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Suppose that Spoiler chooses x12, that is ∃y ∈ V (Y ) Prop0(y,H2, Y ). Then by the similar arguments, in the graph Y there
should be a vertex y2 adjacent to y1 with the following properties: there are the vertices y13, y
2
3, y
3
3, y
4
3 with the property
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (yi3 ∼ y1, y2) in Y ; for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} there is a vertex adjacent to each of y1, y2, yi3; the vertices
y13, y
2
3, y
3
3, y
4
3 give all possible types of extensions of pairs of vertices in the triangles constructed on the vertices y1, y2.
Otherwise, suppose there is a vertex y adjacent to each of y1, y2 in Y such that there is no vertex adjacent to each of
y1, y2, y. Then at the third round Spoiler chooses the vertex y and Duplicator chooses a vertex in X adjacent to each of
x1, x12. Unfortunately, for every such vertex there should be the fourth vertex adjacent to each of the three chosen vertices.
Spoiler chooses in the fourth round such fourth vertex. Therefore, in the graph Y there should be no vertex y adjacent to each
of y1, y2 such that there is no fourth vertex adjacent to each of y1, y2, y. Denote the described property byH1(y1, y2, Y ).
Thus, in Y there should be either a vertex y1 such that there is a strict (H2, {x1})-extension and a vertex y2 with the
propertyH1(y1, y2, Y )or a vertex y1 such that there is no strict (H2, {x1})-extension, but there is a vertex y2with theproperty
H2(y1, y2, Y ).
In the first case in Y there should be a copy of H2 (x1 → y), a union of two complete graphs (not from H2) with 4 vertices
with one common edge and common vertex y. In the second case in Y there should be ‘‘nearly’’ a copy of H2 that doesn’t
contain copies of the edges {x12, x33}, {x53, x43}. Four triangles of this copy should be extended to the complete graphs with
four vertices. Therefore there should be either 4 additional vertices and 12 additional edges, or 3 additional vertices and 10
additional edges, or 2 additional vertices and 7 additional edges, or an additional vertex and 5 additional edges, or just 2
additional edges. In the last case the graph Y contains a copy of H2. Therefore, if Duplicator has a winning strategy, then the
graph Y should contain one of the graphs drawn on the picture.
The number of automorphisms of each of these graphs is greater than or equal to 8. The density of each of these graphs
equals 12 . As the expectation of the number of copies of a graph with density ρ and a automorphisms in the random graph
G(N,N−ρ) tends to 1a whenN →∞, the expectation of the number of copies of the graphs represented on the picture in the
random graph G(N,N−1/2) for large enough N is less than or equal to 58 + ε. The probability that a random graph contains
one of these graphs is less than or equal to this expectation. Therefore, for N ≥ N0 this probability is less than or equal to 34 .
Consider a set S consisting of one α-neutral pair (K , T ) (there are three vertices in the graph K and two vertices in the
graph T ). Moreover, let [S] be a set of pairs (K ,T ) such thatK ⊃ K ,T ⊃ T ,T \ T = K \ K , and the vertices of the graphT \ T are adjacent to the vertex of the graph K \ T . Then by Theorem 8 the probability of containing (K ,T )-maximal for each
pair (K ,T ) ∈ [S] copy of G4 tends to some constant ξ ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, when N is sufficiently large Spoiler wins with
probability greater than or equal to ξ4 .
Before considering the remaining cases let us introduce some necessary definitions. Consider a complete graph with
vertices y1, y2, . . . , yh and a vertex yh+1 adjacent to each of y1, y2, . . . , yh. Let a vertex z be adjacent to a vertex yh+1 and
to h− 1 vertices from y1, y2, . . . , yh. In this case we say that the vertex z extends the vertex yh+1 of the graph on the vertices
y1, . . . , yh, yh+1. Let it be adjacent to yh+1, yi1 , . . . , yih−1 . Then let us call the collection {i1, . . . , ih−1} a way of extending.
Let Jh be the set of all ways of extending the vertex yh+1 of the graph on the vertices y1, y2, . . . , yh+1. We call a subset
Jh ⊆ Jh a type of extension. Let us order all types of extension 2Jh = {Jh1 , Jh2 , . . . , Jh2h}. We say that the vertex yh+1 is of type j
relative to the vertices y1, y2, . . . , yh, if the collections from Jhj are the ways of extending the vertex yh+1 of the graph on the
vertices y1, . . . , yh, yh+1, but any collection i ∈ Jh \ Jhj is not a way of extending the vertex yh+1 of the graph on the vertices
y1, . . . , yh, yh+1.
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(2) Let us again consider some graph whose copy is in the random graph with a probability from the interval (0, 1).
Denote this graph by G5 = (V5, E5). We didn’t draw it on a picture, because a large number of vertices and edges makes
the picture not obvious. Describe a subgraph H5 of G5. In this subgraph there are 16 vertices, two of which x1, x2 are
adjacent to all remaining vertices and x1 ∼ x2. For the vertex x13 in the graph H5 there is no vertex y adjacent to x13 such
that there is no vertex z adjacent to y and x13 both. For the vertex x
2
3 there exists the only such vertex x
12
4 . The vertices
x13 and x
2
3 are adjacent. Moreover, the vertex x
1
3 is adjacent to each of the vertices x
1
4, x
2
4, x
3
4, x
4
4, x
5
4, x
6
4, x
7
4 and the vertex
x23 is adjacent to each of the vertices x
7
4, x
8
4, x
9
4, x
10
4 , x
11
4 . Besides the described edges, the set E(H5) contains the edges
{x14, x24}, {x34, x44}, {x54, x64}, {x84, x94}, {x104 , x114 }. There are no other edges in this set. (The graph H5|V (H5)\{x1,x2,x124 } is represented
on the schematic picture below.)
Let us return to the graph G5. Let for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8} there be a vertex from x14, x24, x34, x44, x54, x64, x74, x23 of the type j
relative to the vertices x1, x2, x13. Moreover, let the vertices x
7
4, x
8
4, x
9
4, x
10
4 , x
11
4 , x
1
3 be of pairwise different types relative to the
vertices x1, x2, x23. Let these types form the set I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 8}. There are no other types in this set. The graph G5 doesn’t
contain the vertices and the edges except the described ones (we also count the edges and the vertices which form the
extensions). When two vertices are extended by some two other vertices these two extending vertices are different. It can
be shown that the number of vertices of the graph G5 is in the segment [31, 37]. It varies subject to the kind of the elements
of the set I .
Now we can describe the strategies of the players. Let X ⊇ G5 and there is no vertex in X \ G5 adjacent to at least 3
vertices of G5 in X . Let X and Y be the graphs from the game, in the first round Spoiler chooses a vertex from X , Duplicator
chooses a vertex from Y . Suppose that Duplicator has a winning strategy. Let us study the properties of the graph Y . In the
first two rounds Spoiler chooses the vertices x1, x2 ∈ V (H5), Duplicator chooses vertices y1, y2 ∈ V (Y ). Consider two cases.
(2.1) In the graph Y there is no vertex y adjacent to the vertices y1, y2with the two following properties. The first property:
there is no vertex z, z ∼ y, z ∼ y1, z ∼ y2, such that there is no vertex adjacent to each of the vertices y, y1, y2, z. The second
property: there are vertices z1, z2, . . . , z8, z1 ∼ z2, z3 ∼ z4, z5 ∼ z6, z7 ∼ z8, adjacent to each of the vertices y1, y2, y such
that any two of them are of different types relative to the vertices y, y1, y2. Denote the conjunction of these two properties
by Prop2.1(y1, y2, Y ).
(2.2) In the graph Y there is no vertex y adjacent to the vertices y1, y2with the two following properties. The first property:
there is a vertex z, z ∼ y, z ∼ y1, z ∼ y2, such that there is no vertex adjacent to each of the vertices y, y1, y2, z. The second
property: there are vertices z1, z2, z3, z4, z5, z6, z1 ∼ z2, z3 ∼ z4, z5 ∼ z6, adjacent to each of the vertices y1, y2, y such that
each of them is of a type from the set I relative to the vertices y, y1, y2 and any two of them are of the different types relative
to the vertices y, y1, y2. Denote the conjunction of these two properties by Prop2.2(y1, y2, Y ).
Hereinafter we have no need to give further arguments because they are similar to the ones from the case (1). So, we can
conclude that in Y there should be two vertices y1, y2 with the property Prop2.1(y1, y2, Y ) ∧ Prop2.2(y1, y2, Y ).
Therefore, in Y there should be either a subgraph with density greater than 3 or the subgraph represented on the
schematic drawing. We didn’t represent the vertices y1, y2. It means that these two vertices are adjacent to each of the
remaining thirteen and y1 ∼ y2. This subgraph is strictly balanced and its density equals 3. LetX ∈ FN be a set of graphs
which don’t contain such subgraph. Then by Theorem 7 the equality limN→∞ PN,p(X) = exp
− 1a  holds, where a is the
number of automorphisms of this subgraph.
Consider now a set S consisting of one α-neutral pair (K , T ) (there are four vertices in the graph K and three vertices in
the graph T ). Moreover, let [S] be a set of pairs (K ,T ) such thatK ⊃ K ,T ⊃ T ,T \ T = K \ K , and the vertices of the graphT \ T are adjacent to the vertex of the graph K \ T . Then by Theorem 8 the probability of containing (K ,T )-maximal for each
pair (K ,T ) ∈ [S] copy of G5 tends to some constant ξ ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, when N is sufficiently large Spoiler wins with
probability greater than or equal to ξ4 .
(3) Let us describe a graph G6 = (V6, E6). For this purpose consider a subgraph H6 of the graph G6. In this subgraph there
are 25 vertices three of which x1, x2, x3 are adjacent to all remaining vertices and to each other. For the vertex x14 in the
graph H6 there is no vertex y adjacent to x14 such that there is no vertex z adjacent to y and x
1
4 both. For the vertex x
2
4 there
exists the only such vertex x205 . The vertices x
1
4 and x
2
4 are adjacent. Moreover, the vertex x
1
4 is adjacent to each of the vertices
x15, x
2
5, . . . , x
15
5 and the vertex x
2
4 is adjacent to each of the vertices x
15
5 , x
16
5 , x
17
5 , x
18
5 , x
19
5 . Besides the described edges, the set
E(H6) contains the edges {x15, x25}, {x35, x45}, {x55, x65}, {x85, x95}, {x105 , x115 }, {x125 , x135 }, {x145 , x155 }. There are no other edges in this
set. (The graph H6|V (H6)\{x1,x2,x3,x205 } is represented in the schematic drawing below.)
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Let us return to the graph G6. Let for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 16} there be a vertex from x15, x25, . . . , x155 , x24 of type j relative
to the vertices x1, x2, x3, x14. Moreover, let the vertices x
15
5 , x
16
5 , x
17
5 , x
18
5 , x
19
5 , x
1
4 be of pairwise different types relative to the
vertices x1, x2, x3, x24. The graph G6 doesn’t contain the vertices and the edges except the described ones (when two vertices
are extended by some two other vertices these two extending vertices are different). It can be shown again that the number
of vertices of the graph G6 is in the segment [59, 69].
We are not going to describe the strategy of Spoiler in detail again, because the necessary arguments are identical to the
corresponding ones for the graph G5. So, let X (X ⊇ G6) and Y are the graphs from the game and there is no vertex in X \ G6
adjacent to at least 4 vertices of G6 in X . Suppose Duplicator wins. Then in Y there should be either a subgraph with density
greater than 4 or the subgraph represented on the schematic picture. We didn’t represent the vertices y1, y2, y3. It means
that these three vertices are adjacent to each of the remaining vertices and to each other. This subgraph is strictly balanced
and its density equals 4. LetX ∈ FN be a set of graphswhich doesn’t contain such subgraph. Then by Theorem 7 the equality
limN→∞ PN,p(X) = exp
− 1a  holds, where a is the number of automorphisms of this subgraph.
Consider now a set S consisting of one α-neutral pair (K , T ) (there are five vertices in the graph K and four vertices in
the graph T ). Moreover, let [S] be a set of pairs (K ,T ) such thatK ⊃ K ,T ⊃ T ,T \ T = K \ K , and the vertices of the graphT \ T are adjacent to the vertex of the graph K \ T . Then by Theorem 8 the probability of containing (K ,T )-maximal for each
pair (K ,T ) ∈ [S] copy of G6 tends to some constant ξ ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, when N is sufficiently large Spoiler wins with
probability greater than or equal to ξ4 .
(4) Consider, finally, the graph Gk = (Vk, Ek), k > 6. We are going to describe all vertices and edges of this graph.
When we say that two vertices of two subgraphs are extended by some two other vertices, then, critically, these two
extending vertices are different. Let the vertices x1, x2, . . . , xk−2 of Gk be adjacent to each other and to each of the vertices
x1k−1, x
2
k−1, . . . , x
(k−1)(k−2)
k−1 of Gk. Moreover, let the vertices x
1
k−1, x
2
k−1, . . . , x
(k−1)(k−2)
k−1 be of pairwise different types relative
to the vertices x1, x2, . . . , xk−2. This graph exists, because the number of elements in the set 2J
k−2
equals 2k−2, and when
k > 6 the inequality 2k−2 > (k− 1)(k− 2) holds. Let these types form the set I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2k−2}.
As in the previous cases, suppose Duplicator wins. Then in Y there should exist the vertices y1, y2, . . . , yk−2 with the
following property. There are the vertices z1, z2, . . . , z(k−1)(k−2) adjacent to each of y1, y2, . . . , yk−2 such that for each vertex
zi of z1, z2, . . . , z(k−1)(k−2) there exists a vertex adjacent to it and to y1, y2, . . . , yk−2; the type of zi relative to the vertices
y1, y2, . . . , yk−2 is in I; any two vertices of z1, z2, . . . , z(k−1)(k−2) are of different types relative to the vertices y1, y2, . . . , yk−2.
Therefore, in Y there should be either a subgraph with density greater than k − 2 or the subgraph represented on the
schematic picture. We didn’t represent the vertices y1, y2, . . . , yk−3. It means that these vertices are adjacent to each of the
remaining vertices and to each other. This subgraph is strictly balanced and its density equals k− 2. LetX ∈ FN be a set of
graphs which don’t contain such subgraph. Then by Theorem 7 the equality limN→∞ PN,p(X) = exp
− 1a  holds, where a is
the number of automorphisms of this subgraph.
Consider now a set S consisting of one α-neutral pair (K , T ) (there are k − 1 vertices in the graph K and k − 2 vertices
in the graph T ). Moreover, let [S] be a set of pairs (K ,T ) such thatK ⊃ K ,T ⊃ T ,T \ T = K \ K , and the vertices of the
graphT \ T are adjacent to the vertex of the graph K \ T . Then by Theorem 8 the probability of containing (K ,T )-maximal
for each pair (K ,T ) ∈ [S] copy of Gk tends to some constant ξ ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, when N is sufficiently large Spoiler wins
with probability greater than or equal to ξ4 .
4. Future research
Let us present open problems of our work and future research directions.
– To find all rational α > 1k−2 such that the random graph G(N, p) satisfies the zero–one k-law.
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– To resolve the question of whether all properties from Lk satisfy a convergence law when α = 1/(k − 2). A property
L satisfies a convergence law if there exists limN→∞ PN,p(G  L). Convergence laws for other values of α were proven
in [15].
– To find all rational α > 1k−2 such that all properties fromLk satisfy a convergence law.
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